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abstract

PURPOSE Balstilimab (antiprogrammed death-1) and zalifrelimab (anticytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated
antigen-4) are two new checkpoint inhibitors emerging as promising investigational agents for the treatment of
advanced cervical cancer. This phase II trial (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03495882) evaluated the
combination of balstilimab plus zalifrelimab in patients with recurrent and/or metastatic cervical cancer who
relapsed after prior platinum-based therapy.

PATIENTS AND METHODS Patients were intravenously dosed with balstilimab 3 mg/kg once every 2 weeks and
zalifrelimab 1mg/kg once every 6 weeks, for up to 24months. The primary end point was objective response rate
(ORR, RECIST version 1.1, assessed by independent central review). Secondary end points included duration of
response, safety and tolerability, and survival.

RESULTS In total, 155 women (median age, 50 years [range, 24-76 years]) were enrolled and treated with
balstilimab plus zalifrelimab; 125 patients had measurable disease at baseline and one prior line of platinum-
based therapy in the advanced setting, and these patients constituted the efficacy-evaluable population. The
median follow-up was 21 months. The confirmed ORR was 25.6% (95% CI, 18.8 to 33.9), including 10
complete responders and 22 partial responders, with median duration of response not reached (86.5%, 75.5%,
and 64.2% at 6, 9, and 12months, respectively). The ORRs were 32.8% and 9.1% in patients with programmed
death ligand-1–positive and programmed death ligand-1–negative tumors, respectively. For patients with
squamous cell carcinoma, the ORR was 32.6%. The overall disease control rate was 52% (95% CI, 43.3 to
60.6). Hypothyroidism (14.2%) and hyperthyroidism (7.1%) were themost common immune-mediated adverse
events.

CONCLUSION Promising and durable clinical activity, with favorable tolerability, was seen in this largest trial to
date evaluating dual programmed death-1/cytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated antigen-4 blockade in patients
with recurrent and/or metastatic cervical cancer. Further investigation of the balstilimab and zalifrelimab
combination in this setting is continuing.

J Clin Oncol 40:762-771. © 2021 by American Society of Clinical Oncology
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INTRODUCTION

Cervical cancer remains the most common gyneco-
logic malignancy and fourth leading cause of cancer
mortality in womenworldwide.1 Strides are beingmade
to improve the outlook for patients with recurrent
and/or metastatic disease, yet current treatments re-
main suboptimal,2-4 particularly for those who progress
after first-line chemotherapy doublet plus bevacizumab
treatment.5 To date, the only immunotherapeutic

indicated for use in this setting is the antiprogrammed
death-1 (PD-1) antibody pembrolizumab, which re-
ceived accelerated approval for the treatment of pa-
tients with programmed death ligand-1 (PD-L1)–
positive (defined as a combined positive score $ 1%)
recurrent and/or metastatic cervical cancer after dis-
ease progression on or after chemotherapy. This ap-
proval established the feasibility of targeting the PD-1
and PD-L1 immune checkpoint axis as a therapeutic
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approach in this malignancy.6-9 More recently, cemiplimab
became the first PD-1 inhibitor to show an overall survival
(OS) benefit when given as monotherapy to women with
previously treated, recurrent and/or metastatic cervical
cancer, on the basis of the findings of the phase III
EMPOWER-CERVICAL/GOG-3016/ENGOT-CX9 study
(NCT03257267).10 Despite this progress, the majority of
patients fail to respond to single-agent immunotherapy11

and considerable opportunity exists to improve on current
outcomes.

Dual targeted immunotherapy is a clinically validated strategy
for optimizing antitumor activity over anti–PD-1monotherapy
alone,12 typically involving the addition of antibodies directed
to cytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated antigen-4 (CTLA-4).11

Mechanistically, inhibition of PD-1 and/or PD-L1 signaling
can restore the responsiveness of tumor reactive T cells that
become inactivated after prolonged exposure to chronic
stimulation within the tumor microenvironment.13 By con-
trast, CTLA-4 blockade promotes activation of effector T cells
and reduces the suppressive activity of regulatory T cells,
leading to enhanced antitumor immunity.14 These distinct yet
complementarymechanisms of action underlie the improved
outcomes seen with concomitant blockade of the PD-1 and
CTLA-4 pathways.

The most widely used anti–PD-1 and CTLA-4 combination
is nivolumab plus ipilimumab, which is approved across a
broad array of metastatic solid tumors.15 The early expe-
rience with this combination showed that although treat-
ment could significantly improve response rates and
prolong survival, it also led to an increased incidence of
immune-mediated adverse events (imAEs).16-19 Immune-
related toxicity has been reduced by modifying the dose
and schedule of the CTLA-4 antibodies, specifically lower
and less frequent dosing of ipilimumab. The evaluation of

other immunomodulatory combinations remains a highly
active area of clinical research,11 with the goal of maxi-
mizing antitumor immunity and identifying agents that
preserve the superior efficacy of dual PD-1 and CTLA-4
inhibition along with favorable tolerability.

Balstilimab (AGEN2034) is a fully human monoclonal anti-
body that binds with high affinity to PD-1, preventing the
interaction between the receptor and its ligands PD-L1 and/or
PD-L2.20 As monotherapy, balstilimab demonstrated clinical
activity in a large phase II study in patients with recurrent
and/or metastatic cervical cancer who had progressed after
prior platinum-based therapy,21 and a randomized phase III
trial comparing balstilimab with investigators’ choice che-
motherapy in this setting has recently been initiated (BRAVA,
NCT04943627). Coupled with a favorable safety profile,
balstilimab represents an attractive candidate for
combination-based immunotherapeutic approaches. Zali-
frelimab (AGEN1884) is a novel CTLA-4–targeting mono-
clonal antibody that antagonizes the inhibitory checkpoints of
immune cell activation regulated by CTLA-4 signaling. Pre-
clinically, zalifrelimab potentiated the activity of other im-
munomodulatory antibodies and combined effectively with
PD-1 inhibition to elicit T-cell–associated proliferative re-
sponses in nonhuman primate models.22 Zalifrelimab is
undergoing clinical evaluation as monotherapy in patients
with PD-1–refractory solid tumors, where it has exhibited
encouraging signals of activity and good tolerability,23

underscoring its potential as a suitable partnering agent.

Here, we present findings from a global phase II trial
evaluating the safety and efficacy of balstilimab coad-
ministered with zalifrelimab as second-line treatment for
patients with recurrent and/or metastatic cervical cancer
who had relapsed after prior platinum-based therapy. To
our knowledge, this is the largest study report assessing

CONTEXT

Key Objective
This large phase II study assessed the feasibility and effectiveness of dual immune checkpoint blockade using two novel

agents, the antiprogrammed death-1 antibody balstilimab and the anticytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated antigen-4
antibody zalifrelimab, in patients with recurrent and/or metastatic cervical cancer who had progressed after prior
platinum-based therapy.

Knowledge Generated
Balstilimab plus zalifrelimab demonstrated encouraging and durable clinical activity in patients with previously treated,

recurrent and/or metastatic cervical cancer. The high proportion of complete responders and activity irrespective of
tumor programmed death ligand-1 status or histology confirm the feasibility of dual targeted immunotherapy for this
disease. The safety profile was manageable and consistent with that reported for other programmed death-1/cytotoxic T-
lymphocyte–associated antigen-4 inhibitor combinations.

Relevance
This novel combination regimen provides meaningful clinical benefit for a patient population with significant unmet medical

need and lack of effective therapies. On the basis of these findings, further evaluation of balstilimab plus zalifrelimab as
second-line treatment in this disease setting is warranted.
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dual targeting of PD-1 and CTLA-4 as a therapeutic mo-
dality in this disease setting to date.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study Design and Patients

This was an open-label, single-arm, global phase II clinical
trial undertaken at 45 sites throughout the United States,
Europe, South America, and Australia. Patients were en-
rolled from August 27, 2018, to May 7, 2020. The trial was
conducted in accordance with the International Conference
on Harmonisation guidelines for Good Clinical Practice and
the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by local
Human Investigations Committee and institutional review
board requirements at each participating center.

Eligible patients had a pathologically confirmed diagnosis of
squamous cell carcinoma, adenosquamous carcinoma, or
adenocarcinoma of the cervix, with recurrent and/or
metastatic disease at the time of enrollment. Patients
were required to have at least one lesion measurable by
RECIST version 1.124 and disease that had relapsed after a
first-line, platinum-based treatment regimen (patients who
received chemotherapy concurrently with primary radiation
or adjuvant chemotherapy after completion of radiation
therapy and progressed within 6 months were permitted to
enroll). Patients were included regardless of PD-L1 ex-
pression status at baseline, which was analyzed in archival
tumor biopsy specimens using the validated PD-L1 im-
munohistochemistry 22C3 pharmDx assay25 at a central
laboratory. Patients were additionally required to be
age $ 18 years; have an Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group performance status score of 0 or 1; and have ade-
quate hematologic, renal, and hepatic function. Key ex-
clusion criteria included prior immune checkpoint targeted
therapy, known hypersensitivity to humanized monoclonal
antibodies, or. 1 systemic treatment regimen for recurrent/
metastatic cervical cancer. All patients provided written
informed consent in accordance with federal, local, and
institutional guidelines.

Study Treatment

Patients received 3mg/kg balstilimab once every two weeks
plus 1 mg/kg zalifrelimab once every six weeks over a 6-
week cycle, each of which included three doses of biweekly
balstilimab and one dose of zalifrelimab. Balstilimab was
delivered intravenously on days 1, 15, and 29 of each cycle;
zalifrelimab was administered intravenously after comple-
tion of the balstilimab infusion on day 1 only. Patients were
monitored for infusion reactions for at least 30minutes after
dosing. Treatment was continued until disease progression,
development of unacceptable toxicity, or investigator
and/or patient decision and permitted for up to 24 months.

End Points and Assessments

The primary efficacy end point was objective response rate
(ORR), assessed by an independent end point review

committee, according to RECIST version 1.1. To evaluate
tumor response, computed tomography or magnetic res-
onance imaging was performed at baseline and every
6 weeks on-study. Secondary objectives included duration
of response (DOR), disease control rate (DCR; defined as
complete response [CR], partial response [PR], or stable
disease [SD] $ 12 weeks), duration of SD, safety and
tolerability, and survival. The association of PD-L1 ex-
pression with clinical response was an exploratory end
point.

AEs were graded according to the National Cancer Institute
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (NCI
CTCAE) version 4.03 and monitored continuously from the
time of the first study dose until at least 30 days after the last
dose of study drug (safety follow-up visit) or for 90 days for
adverse events of special interest. Adverse events of special
interests included infusion-related reactions and imAEs.

Statistical Analysis

The data cutoff was April 29, 2021. Trial enrollment for this
phase II cohort was planned for 150 patients. The primary
end point of ORR was estimated as the binomial proportion
of best overall response of a confirmed PR or CR and
reported using a two-sided, 95%Wilson score CI. With 150
patients in the final analysis, the power to exclude the ORR
of 10% by the lower limit of the 95%Wilson score interval is
94% assuming a true ORR for the combination of bal-
stilimab with zalifrelimab of 20%. The sample size addi-
tionally provided $ 77% probability to observe an AE with
an underlying rate of $ 1%. Kaplan-Meier methods were
used to estimate medians and 95% CIs for DOR, DCR,
progression-free survival (PFS), and OS. Descriptive sta-
tistics were used to summarize trial results, ie, statistics for
continuous variables included medians and ranges and
categorical variables were summarized by counts and
percentages.

RESULTS

Patients

Between August 27, 2018, and May 7, 2020, 155 patients
were enrolled and received combination treatment with
balstilimab plus zalifrelimab. Baseline demographic and
disease characteristics of this safety population are sum-
marized in Table 1. The median age was 50 years (range,
24-76 years), and more than half of all patients had an
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status of
0 (57.4%). Eighty-six patients (55.5%) had PD-L1–positive
tumors (combined positive score $ 1%), and 38 (24.5%)
were determined to be PD-L1–negative; either 20% of
unknown cases were not evaluable or tissue was not
available. The histologic breakdown was squamous cell
carcinoma (70.3%), adenocarcinoma (27.1%), and ade-
nosquamous carcinoma (2.6%). All but one patient had
prior platinum exposure, and 51 patients (32.9%) had
received bevacizumab as part of a previous therapeutic
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regimen. The median duration of follow-up (time on study
from first dose to data cutoff) was 21.0 months (minimum,
11.8 months; maximum, 32.11 months).

Efficacy

Ten patients enrolled into the study lacked measurable
disease at baseline and were excluded from the efficacy
analyses. Of the 145 patients with measurable disease and
who had received at least one dose of combination treat-
ment with balstilimab and zalifrelimab, 20 had received
chemoradiotherapy (with or without neoadjuvant/adjuvant
chemotherapy) in the front-line setting for locally advanced
cervical cancer and progressed within 6 months before
enrollment. Baseline characteristics and outcomes for this
subset are listed in Appendix Tables A1 and A2 (online
only). The remaining 125 patients had received one prior
line of platinum-based therapy in the recurrent and/or
metastatic disease setting. This defined group of patients

who had relapsed after a platinum-based treatment regi-
men for metastatic disease constituted the efficacy-
evaluable population, with 12 patients ongoing at time of
analyses (Appendix Fig A1, online only).

The confirmed ORR in these patients, as assessed by
RECIST v1.1 per independent central review, was 25.6%
(95% CI, 18.8 to 33.9) and included 10 CRs (8.0%) and 22
PRs (17.6%; Table 2). Best change from baseline in target
lesion size for all patients and changes in tumor burden

TABLE 1. Baseline Demographic and Disease Characteristics
Characteristic N 5 155

Median age, years (range) 50 (24-76)

Ethnicity

White 148 (95.5)

Black or African American 1 (0.6)

Asian 1 (0.6)

American Indian or Alaska Native 1 (0.6)

Others 4 (2.6)

Tumor histology

Squamous cell carcinoma 109 (70.3)

Adenocarcinoma 42 (27.1)

Adenosquamous 4 (2.6)

ECOG PS

0 89 (57.4)

1 66 (42.6)

PD-L1 tumor expression status

Positive (CPS $ 1%) 88 (56.8)

Negative (CPS , 1%) 39 (25.2)

Unknowna 28 (18.1)

Prior radiotherapy 138 (89.0)

Prior lines of therapy, median (range) 1 (0-2)

Prior antineoplastic agents

Platinum 154 (99.4)

Taxane 122 (78.7)

Bevacizumab 51 (32.9)

NOTE. Data are presented as No. (%) unless indicated otherwise.
Abbreviations: CPS, combined positive score; ECOG PS, Eastern

Cooperative Oncology Group performance status; PD-L1, programmed
death ligand-1.

aPD-L1 status is not determined because of missing/insufficient
biopsy tissue for analysis or samples were nonevaluable.

TABLE 2. Antitumor Activity Assessed by Independent Central Review
Response n 5 125

ORR 32 (25.6)

95% CI 18.8 to 33.9

Best overall response

CR 10 (8.0)

PR 22 (17.6)

SD 39 (27.2)

Progressive disease 50 (40.0)

Not availablea 9 (7.2)

DCRb 65 (52.0)

95% CI 43.3 to 60.6

DOR, (median) monthsc NR

95% CI 9.7 to NR

Time to response, (median) monthsc 2.7

Range 1.3-15.8

Estimated rate of response duration, monthsd %

$ 6 86.5 (25)

$ 9 75.5 (20)

$ 12 64.2 (12)

ORR by PD-L1 status

Positive (n 5 67) 22 (32.8)

Negative (n 5 33) 3 (9.1)

Unknown (n 5 25)e 7 (28.0)

ORR by histology

Squamous cell carcinoma (n 5 89) 29 (32.6)

Adenocarcinoma (n 5 34) 3 (8.8)

Adenosquamous (n 5 2) 0 (0)

NOTE. Data are presented as No. (%) unless indicated otherwise.
Abbreviations: CR, complete response; DCR, disease control rate;

DOR, duration of response; NR, not reached; ORR, objective response
rate; PD-L1, programmed death ligand-1; PR, partial response; SD,
stable disease.

aPostbaseline imaging data were not available.
bDefined as proportion of patients with a confirmed CR, PR, or SD

without progression for at least 12 weeks.
cEvaluated in patients who had a CR or PR (n 5 32).
dPresented as percentage of ongoing responses (No. of patients at

risk); Kaplan-Meier estimates.
ePD-L1 status was not determined because of missing/insufficient

tissue for analysis or samples were nonevaluable.
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over time for responders are shown in Figure 1. Examples of
two patients who achieved a CR to combination therapy are
presented in Figure 2. Responses were durable, with the
median DOR not reached (NR; 95% CI, 9.7 to NR). The
median time to response was 2.7 months (95% CI, 1.3 to
15.8). The DCR (CR, PR, or SD $ 12 weeks) was 52%
(95% CI, 43.3 to 60.6).

Exploratory subset analyses showed that the ORR was
32.8% (95% CI, 22.8 to 44.7) in patients with PD-L1–
positive tumors (n 5 67) and responses were also seen in
patients who were PD-L1–negative (3 of 33, 9.1%;
Table 2). Responses were observed across histologic

subtypes, including in 32.6% of patients with squamous
tumors (29 of 89) and 8.8% of patients with cervical
adenocarcinomas (3 of 34). Six responses (one CR and
five PRs) occurred in patients with prior bevacizumab
treatment (6 of 48; 12.5%; Appendix Table A3, online
only).

At data cutoff, the median PFS was 2.7 months (95% CI,
1.5 to 3.7; Fig 3A) and the 12-month PFS was 21.3% (95%
CI, 14.1 to 29.4). The median OS was 12.8 months (95%
CI, 8.8 to 17.6) with 6- and 12-month OS rates of 69.2%
(95% CI, 60.1 to 76.7) and 53.3% (95% CI, 43.8 to 61.9),
respectively (Fig 3B).
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FIG 1. Antitumor activity of the balstilimab-zalifrelimab combination. (A) Maximum percentage change from
baseline in the sum of tumor target lesion diameters according to RECIST, version 1.1. PD-L1 status is indicated
by color coding of bars. (B) Kinetics of tumor burden over time presented as percentage change in RECIST sum
in patients with confirmed responses to combination treatment. The dashed red line corresponds to the 30%
decrease in tumor size. CR, complete response; PD-L1, programmed death ligand-1; PR, partial response.
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Safety

The most common treatment-related adverse events
(TRAEs) of any grade were hypothyroidism (16.8%), di-
arrhea (14.2%), fatigue (11.6%), and nausea (9.0%;
Table 3), with the majority of events being either grade 1 or
2 in severity. The overall incidence of$ grade 3 TRAEs was
20.0%, with increased ALT (2.6%) and diarrhea (1.9%)
most frequently reported. TRAEs leading to dose inter-
ruptions or discontinuations occurred in 19 (12.3%) and 12
(7.7%) patients, respectively. Elevations in AST (four pa-
tients) or ALT levels (three patients) were the leading cause

of dose interruptions, and diarrhea was the leading cause of
treatment discontinuation (three patients). Serious TRAEs
were experienced by a total of 16 patients (10.3%), with
immune-mediated enterocolitis (three patients) being the
most common events. Three deaths (1.3%) assessed by
investigators are related to treatment occurred on study.
These involved individual cases attributed to pneumonitis,
immune-mediated nephritis, and diabetes mellitus.

imAEs were observed in 69 patients (44.5%), with hypo-
thyroidism (22 patients, 14.2%), hyperthyroidism, and
diarrhea (each 11 patients, 7.1%) reported most frequently

FIG 2. CRs to balstilimab-zalifrelimab combination therapy. (A) Computed tomography scans shown for a 59-year-old patient who received her first dose
of the combination on January 22, 2019. Target lesions at baseline were an external iliac lymph node lesion (16 mm) and bladder lesion (23 mm). The
first documentation of CR was on April 7, 2020, after 10 cycles of treatment, with regression of both target lesions. The patient remained cancer free and
completed the study after 24 months, per protocol. (B) Scans for a 58-year-old patient, initially dosed on December 30, 2019, showing complete
clearance of a large paraspinal muscle target lesion (49 mm) on May 1, 2020, after three cycles of treatment. CR, complete response.
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(Table 3). These events were generally managed with
appropriate supportive care (including replacement ther-
apy), corticosteroids, or withholding treatment. Infusion-
related reactions were uncommon and reported in only five
patients (3.2%).

DISCUSSION

The combination of balstilimab and zalifrelimab elicited
compelling clinical activity in women with cervical cancer
who had progressed after prior treatment with platinum-
based chemotherapy in the recurrent and/or metastatic
disease setting. The primary end point of ORR was 25.6%,
including 8% of patients who experienced a CR to com-
bination therapy. Moreover, responses were durable with a
median DOR NR after a median study follow-up of
21months. Enhanced benefit was observed in patients with
quantifiable tumor cell PD-L1 expression (ORR, 32.8%);
however, clinical activity was also seen in PD-L1–negative
patients. Furthermore, responses were observed irre-
spective of tumor histology, with the greatest benefit seen in
patients with squamous cell carcinoma (ORR, 32.6%).
These ORRs are higher than those achieved with currently
used second-line therapies, which typically range between
4% and 14%.2 The outcomes, particularly for patients with
PD-L1–positive or squamous-type tumors, also compare
favorably with the 24% ORR recently reported for the in-
vestigational agent tisotumab vedotin, a tissue factor–
targeted antibody-drug conjugate, in a similar setting.26

Because of its cytotoxic monomethyl auristatin E pay-
load, tisotumab vedotin has a differentiated safety profile to
combination immunotherapy, characterized by ocular
adverse events and other toxicities typically seen with
chemotherapy (eg, alopecia and higher grade
neuropathies).26

Despite the caveat of an indirect cross-trial comparison, it is
informative to consider these outcomes in the context of the
results of an independent phase II study of balstilimab
monotherapy in a patient population with the same en-
rollment criteria.21 In that trial, the primary efficacy out-
comes were a confirmed ORR of 15.0% (95% CI, 10.0 to
21.8) and a median DOR of 15.4 months (95% CI, 5.7 to
NR), with both measures lower than the 25.6% ORR (95%
CI, 18.8 to 33.9) and median DOR NR (95% CI, 9.7 to NR)
achieved with combination treatment. The addition of
zalifrelimab to balstilimab also resulted in numerically
higher complete and PR rates (8.0 v 3.6%; 17.6% v 11.4%,
respectively) compared with balstilimab monotherapy.21

Collectively, these findings support the hypothesis that
combined anti–PD-1 and CTLA-4 inhibition enhances
antitumor activity compared with PD-1 inhibition alone in
this patient population.

The ORRs observed for the combination in the adeno-
carcinoma (8.8%) and PD-L1–negative subsets of patients
(9.1%) were consistent with those seen with balstilimab
monotherapy.21 For adenocarcinoma, additional studies on
the potential benefits of the addition of zalifrelimab with
respect to depth and durability of response are ongoing.27

The latter finding provides further evidence that PD-L1
expression determined by immunohistochemistry is an
imperfect biomarker for predicting response to checkpoint
inhibitor therapy in this and other tumor types.28

TABLE 3. TRAEs (safety population)
Event N 5 155

TRAEs of any gradea

Any 110 (71.0)

Hypothyroidismb 26 (16.8)

Diarrhea 22 (14.2)

Fatigue 18 (11.6)

Nausea 14 (9.0)

Hyperthyroidism 13 (8.4)

AST increased 13 (8.4)

Pyrexia 13 (8.4)

Anemia 12 (7.7)

ALT increased 11 (7.1)

Rash 9 (5.8)

Pruritis 8 (5.2)

TRAEs $ grade 3c

Any 31 (20.0)

ALT increased 4 (2.6)

Diarrhea 3 (1.9)

Anemia 2 (1.3)

Platelet count decreased 2 (1.3)

Immune-mediated enterocolitis 2 (1.3)

Maculopapular rash 2 (1.3)

GGT increased 2 (1.3)

imAEsd

Any 69 (44.5)

Hypothyroidismb 22 (14.2)

Hyperthyroidism 11 (7.1)

Diarrhea 11 (7.1)

Treatment-related SAEs 16 (10.3)

TRAEs leading to dose interruption 19 (12.3)

TRAEs leading to dose discontinuation 12 (7.7)

NOTE. Data are presented as No. (%).
Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; GGT, gamma-glutamyl

transferase; SAE, serious adverse event; TRAE, treatment-related
adverse event.

aIndividual adverse events with incidence . 5% are reported.
bIncludes related terms of hypothyroidism, autoimmune

hypothyroidism, immune-mediated hypothyroidism, and secondary
hypothyroidism.

cIndividual grade 3 and 4 adverse events occurring in two or more
patients are reported.

dInvestigator-assessed events occurring in . 5% of patients are
reported.
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Contributing technical factors include a multiplicity of an-
tibodies used in different companion diagnostic assays, the
comparative performance characteristics of which are not
established, as well as differences in defined thresholds for
PD-L1 tumor positivity.29 PD-L1 expression is inherently
heterogeneous, within tumors and at metastatic sites, and
is dynamically regulated by a variety of tumor-intrinsic and
tumor-extrinsic mechanisms,30 including modulation in
response to prior antineoplastic therapies. Thus, the
temporal and spatial expression of PD-L1 can limit inter-
pretability of baseline tumor testing. The identification of
more reliable predictive biomarkers will be of clinical rel-
evance for identifying those patients most likely to receive
benefit from balstilimab plus zalifrelimab therapy.

Of note, to our knowledge, this study represents the largest
data set to date evaluating dual targeting of PD-1 and CTLA-
4 as a therapeutic modality in patients with recurrent and/or
metastatic cervical cancer. It was previously shown that
ipilimumab as monotherapy had negligible activity in
patients with metastatic cervical cancer who progressed
after at least one line of platinum chemotherapy.31 Interim
results have now been reported from the ongoing CheckMate
358 trial that is assessing two alternate dosing regimens of
nivolumab plus ipilimumab in patients with recurrent
and/or metastatic disease.32 Appropriate intertrial compari-
sons cannot be made, because of key differences in dose
schedules and patient populations. For example, Check-
Mate 358 enrolled an exclusively squamous cell carcinoma
population that was less heavily pretreated, with 42% and
52% of patients in each investigational arm having received
no prior therapy for metastatic disease. However, in the
small subsets of patients who had received at least one line
of prior therapy and were dosed using a similar regimen
(n 5 26), the ORR was 23.1%, which included one
complete responder (3.8%), whereas the high-dose ipili-
mumab regimen (n 5 22) showed 36.4% ORR including
three complete responders (13.6%).32 Similar to the
present study, activity was seen in patients irrespective of
PD-L1 tumor expression status. Taken together, it is rea-
sonable to suggest that combined PD-1 and CTLA-4
blockade is a feasible and promising strategy for improv-
ing outcomes in this malignancy, similar to what has been
demonstrated in other solid tumor types.

Beyond improvements in response rates, the addition of
CTLA-4 blockade to PD-1 inhibition enhances depth and
durability of response, shown to directly translate to longer-
term disease control in other tumor types.33 Indeed, a key
feature of the CheckMate 067 trial that led to initial approval
of nivolumab plus ipilimumab for patients with advanced
melanoma was a significant improvement in OS for the
combination compared with nivolumab alone.34 Importantly,
the plateau in the survival curve was maintained with longer-
term follow-up, indicative of a continuing survival benefit
conferred by the addition of a CTL4-targeting agent to PD-1

inhibition.35,36 In this regard, survival data for the current
study are not yet mature, as evidenced by the high degree of
censoring beyond 12 months. However, the median OS of
12.8 months and the 12-month OS rate of 53.3% are en-
couraging and it will be of considerable interest to determine
whether the durable efficacy outcomes reported here for the
balstilimab-zalifrelimab combination in cervical cancer will
similarly translate to sustained survival benefit with longer
follow-up.

Combination treatment was well tolerated, as evidenced by
a low discontinuation rate because of TRAEs (7.7%, pri-
marily because of elevations in hepatic enzymes), and no
unexpected toxicities were observed. The overall rate of
any-grade TRAEs (71%) was comparable with that reported
for balstilimab monotherapy in a similar patient pop-
ulation21 although differences in the adverse event profile
were found. These included higher relative frequencies of
hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism, and elevations in AST
and ALT, most of which were grade 1 or 2. The incidence of
grade 3 or higher TRAEs (20%) is similar to previous trials
that led to the approval of the nivolumab-ipilimumab
combination in nongynecologic malignancies.34,37-40

The imAE profile was consistent with that of other PD-1 and
CTLA-4 inhibitors, which have also been associated with
endocrine (hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism), gastro-
intestinal (diarrhea and colitis), and hepatic side effects
(increased ALT and/or AST).41-43 Immune-mediated
pneumonitis and nephritis were rare imAEs seen with
the combination during the study (reported in three and
one patients, respectively); however, both these toxicities
were associated with a treatment-related fatality. This ob-
servation underscores the clinical challenges inherent to
immunotherapy in that checkpoint inhibitors are associated
with distinctive and often high-risk toxicities, the optimal
management of which requires early recognition and ap-
propriate interventions.44

In conclusion, the balstilimab plus zalifrelimab doublet
elicited high ORRs, durable responses, and an acceptable
safety profile as second-line treatment for patients with
recurrent and/or metastatic cervical cancer. The high
proportion of complete responders and activity irrespective
of tumor PD-L1 status or histology were particularly prom-
ising outcomes that confirm the feasibility of dual targeted
immunotherapy for this disease. Given the lack of effective
therapies and poor prognosis for patients in this setting, the
findings suggest that this novel regimen may provide
meaningful clinical benefit in this difficult-to-treat population
and further evaluation of the combination is warranted.
Accordingly, a randomized phase II study assessing the
safety and efficacy of balstilimab, both alone and in com-
bination with zalifrelimab, in the second-line setting for
recurrent and/or metastatic cervical cancer (RaPiDS/GOG-
3028; NCT03894215) is underway.
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APPENDIX

Patients enrolled and received balstilimab plus zalifrelimab
(safety population; N = 155)

Modified ITT population (n = 145)

Had no measurable disease at baseline (n = 10)

Completed study treatment                           (n = 5)
Discontinued treatment                             (n = 108)
   Had disease progression                          (n = 63)
   Had an adverse event                               (n = 17)
   Died                                                              (n = 9)
   Had symptomatic deterioration                 (n = 9)
   Withdrew (patient or physician decision) (n = 8)
   Had other reasons                                       (n = 2)

Included in the efficacy analysesa

(prior line of platinum-based treatment in the advanced [metastatic,
persistent, or recurrent] disease setting; n = 125)

Patients ongoing (n = 12)

Received prior CRT with or without neoadjuvant
or adjuvant chemotherapy in the front-line setting

(n = 20)

FIG A1. Patient enrollment and disposition. CRT, chemoradiotherapy; ITT, intent-to-treat.
aPatients who received $ 1 dose of study treatment, with measurable disease at baseline, and
had prior line of platinum-based treatment in the metastatic, persistent, or recurrent setting (per
Independent Review Committee).
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TABLE A2. Antitumor Activity in the CRT Subset
Response n 5 20

ORR 6 (30)

95% CI 14.5 to 51.9

Best overall response

CR 3 (15)

PR 3 (15)

SD 4 (20)

Progressive disease 10 (50)

DCRa 10 (50)

95% CI 29.9 to 70.1

DOR, (median) monthsb NR

95% CI 4.2 to NR

ORR by PD-L1 status

Positive (n 5 15) 5 (33.3)

Negative (n 5 4) 1 (25)

Unknown (n 5 1)c 0 (0)

ORR by histology

Squamous cell carcinoma (n 5 15) 5 (33.3)

Adenocarcinoma (n 5 3) 0 (0)

Adenosquamous (n 5 2) 1 (50)

NOTE. Data are presented as No. (%).
Abbreviations: CR, complete response; CRT, chemoradiotherapy;

DCR, disease control rate; DOR, duration of response; NR, not
reached; ORR, objective response rate; PD-L1, programmed death
ligand-1; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease.

aDefined as proportion of patients with a confirmed CR, PR, or SD
without progression for at least 12 weeks.

bEvaluated in patients who had a CR or PR (n 5 6).
cPD-L1 status was nonevaluable.

TABLE A3. Responses in Efficacy-Evaluable Patients by Prior
Bevacizumab Use

Response
Prior Bevacizumab

(n 5 48)
No Prior Bevacizumab

(n 5 77)

ORR 6 (12.5) 26 (33.8)

95% CI 5.9 to 24.7 24.2 to 44.9

Best overall
response

CR 1 (2.1) 9 (11.7)

PR 5 (10.4) 17 (22.1)

SD 16 (33.3) 18 (23.4)

Progressive
disease

22 (45.8) 28 (36.4)

Not availablea 4 (8.3) 5 (6.5)

NOTE. Data are presented as No. (%).
Abbreviations: CR, complete response; ORR, objective response

rate; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease.
aPostbaseline imaging data were not available.

TABLE A1. Baseline Demographics and Disease Characteristics (CRT
subset)
Characteristic n 5 20

Age, years

Median 47

Range 24-70

Tumor histology

Squamous cell carcinoma 15 (75)

Adenocarcinoma 3 (15)

Adenosquamous 2 (10)

ECOG PS

0 15 (75)

1 5 (25)

PD-L1 tumor expression status

Positive (CPS $ 1%) 15 (75)

Negative (CPS , 1%) 4 (20)

Unknowna 1 (5)

Prior therapy exposure

Platinum 19 (95)

Bevacizumab 1 (5)

NOTE. Data are No. (%) unless indicated otherwise.
Abbreviations: CPS, combined positive score; CRT,

chemoradiotherapy, ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
performance status; PD-L1, programmed death ligand-1.

aPD-L1 status was nonevaluable.
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